DUCK DAO - DDIM

THE «DUCK DAO DIME»
As a community we are strong! After an insane growth of our closed
private group it is time for some changes and everybody has the chance
to be a part of the future DuckDAO.
How it works:
To be part of the Private Group you will need to hold 200 DDIM, to enter the VIP
group the amount is 2500 DDIM. On top of that there will be a VVIP Group (DDIM
amount not set yet) and a Top10RichList, which can always be seen on
Etherscan.io.
To enter our deals in the future, it is a must to hold 200 DDIM on your registered
DuckDAO Wallet. The VIP and VVIP group has earlier access to the deals and some
other advantages, and the Top10RichList has additional rights in VotingPower.

HOW TO GET DDIM
INITIAL AIRDROP
500x 200 DDIM 			
40x 2500 DDIM (Lottery)

100.000 DDIM
100.000 DDIM

~0.05$* -> 10$
~0.05$* -> 125$
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PRESALE
In the beginning you can buy DDIM @ ~0.05*- 0.20$ direcly from the DuckTeam
in a pool (first come first serve, unsold tokens go into the Treasury):
		

HardCap Sale

400.000 DDIM*

Raise for Uniswap Liquidity + Uniswap Buyback

UNISWAP
Right from the beginning there will also be a Uniswap pool to buy DDIM. Ater the
Presale, this will be the only chance to get DDIM, expect you find someone, who
sells them to you or you earn it (rewards).
https://uniswap.info/token/0xfbeea1c75e4c4465cb2fccc9c6d6afe984558e20
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WHY TO GET DDIM
If you are already part of the Duck Community, you have the possibilty to get
the Airdrop of 200 DDIM and you will enter the new private group after you
have claimed it!
This is why you should NOT sell your Dime:
To stay in the private group, you need 200 DDIM.
The system will remove you automatically if you sell!
You need to be in the private group, to be able to take part in the next
10-20x Deals :)
For beeing active in AMA's you get rewared with DDIM
You can increase your DDIM balance to enter the VIP group
when you reach 2500 DDIM

WHY BEOME VIP OR VVIP?
You get Early Access to deals
You can buy reserved spots in hot deals with DDIM
You receive insider news and signals once per week
To stay in the VIP group, you need 2500 DDIM.
The system will remove you automatically if you sell!

AS A PROJECT
You can buy a spot (only in DDIM) to pitch your project to our strong Duck
Community.
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GROUP STRUCTURE
Tier 1: Duck Community
Requirements: invite only, vouch from someone out of the community
Feature: General Discussion Group, Entrance Door for Beach Club
NO MORE DEALS in that group. Think about it like the Duck Lobby.
Tier 2: Duck Beach Club
Requirements: 200 DDIM holding in your wallet
Feature: Access to deal flow
Tier 3: Duck Gentlemens Club (VIP)
Requirements: 2500 DDIM holding in your wallet
Feature: Priority Access to deal flow, reserve slot with DDIM for Allocations
Tier 4: Duck Diamond Lounge (VVIP)
Requirements: 5k-15k (to be defined) DDIM holding in your wallet
Feature: Priority Access to deal flow, reserve Slot with DDIM for Allocations,
Member cap: 25 (to be defined), Signals & Trading Tipps & News
Tier 5: Duck Allstars Club
Requirements: TOP10 DDIM token holders, adjustment every 14 days or before
a hot deal
Feature: Voting rights about the future use of the DDIM Reserve. Minimum 6
out of 10 has to vote yes. The the Reserve can be used for proposition from the
Duck Team. Member cap: 10. And all features from Diamond Club.

DDIM

TOKEN ECONOMICS

Airdrop		
PreSale		
UniSwap		
DuckTreasury
Reserve*		

200.000
400.000
280.000
120.000
500.000

Total Supply		

1.500.000

Airdrop
Reserve*

>> View Contract

PreSale
DuckTreasury
Uniswap

DuckTreasury
80.000 tokens for incentivation
of Duck members when participating
in AMAs and contributing to the DAO
with services.
40.000 tokens for incentivation of
the Duck Team member. They
will be rewared when
– a deal lists in profit
– a hot deal can be closed successfully
No more tokens will ever go to the
Duck Team after that, except they
gonna buy it.

The Reserve
500.000* tokens are locked in the Reserve
and can only be unlocked through the voting
power of the Allstars. More than 50% of the
Top10RichList Indivuals have to vote for an
unlock. Cases that this becomes necessary
could be:
– Liquidity needed for an Exchange
– Liquiditiy needed for Incentives of Members
– Liquidity needed to adjust the token price
(if it increases to fast because of curve
domination)
Proposals for unlocking will be made by the
Duck Team and have to get confirmed by the
Top10 Tokenholders.
*Max 100.000 can be used on top during the sale and / or
Airdrop if there is demand.

